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Introduction

Å This presentation was a 10-minute response to both the Stories We 
Tell Ourselves report, and a summary account of the research 
process and findings related to that document presented by 
authors Ian Christie and Bertrand Moulier. 

Å The brief I was set involved responding to the report from a 
specifically Scottish perspective, and with particular emphasis on 
ŘŜǾŜƭƻǇƳŜƴǘǎ ŘǳǊƛƴƎ ǘƘŜ ΨллǎΣ ōƻǘƘ ōŜŦƻǊŜ ŀƴŘ ŀŦǘŜǊ ǘƘŜ Ŏǳǘ-off 
Ǉƻƛƴǘ όнллсύ ŦƻǊ ǘƘŜ ǊŜǇƻǊǘΩǎ ŘŜƭƛōŜǊŀǘƛƻƴǎΦ 

ÅCƻǊ ǎǇŜŎƛŦƛŎƛǘȅΩǎ ǎŀƪŜΣ Ƴȅ ǊŜƳŀǊƪǎ ŀǊŜ ŘŜǾŜƭƻǇŜŘ ŦǊƻƳ ŀ ǇŜǊǎƻƴŀƭ 
response to particular passages in the document ςall quotes from 
BetrandŀƴŘ LŀƴΩǎ ǿƻǊƪ ƛƴŎƭǳŘŜŘ ƛƴ ǘƘƛǎ powerpointfile can be 
found in the complete report available @ 
http://www.ukfilmcouncil.org.uk/media/pdf/f/i/CIReport_010709.p
df [Accessed June 23rd 2010] 

http://www.ukfilmcouncil.org.uk/media/pdf/f/i/CIReport_010709.pdf
http://www.ukfilmcouncil.org.uk/media/pdf/f/i/CIReport_010709.pdf


An institutionalised cinema? Scotland from the 
1980s to the present

Å ά!ƴ ŀƴŀƭȅǎƛǎ ƻŦ ǘƘŜ ŎǳƭǘǳǊŀƭ ƛƳǇŀŎǘ ƻŦ .ǊƛǘŀƛƴΩǎ 
national and regional films from 1946 to 
2006 necessitates looking at the influence of 
film policy developments, as well as the 
impact of specific films or trends in 
filmmaking. While the direction of film 
policy, in and of itself, is not a predictor of 
cultural impact, the presence (or not) of 
devolved film funding affects the content of 
the resulting films, which precedes and 
ŘƛǊŜŎǘǎ ŜǾŜƴǘǳŀƭ ŎǳƭǘǳǊŀƭ ƛƳǇŀŎǘΦέ 

Å Stories We Tell Ourselves: The Cultural 
Impact of UK Film 1946-2006

Å ά!ǎƛŘŜ ŦǊƻƳ [Bill] Forsyth, [Charlie] Gormley
was the only one of th[e first-wave] Channel 
4 generation of Scottish filmmakers who 
managed to make a second film during the 
1980s.The compound cultural impact of 
Scottish cinema at that time was deadened 
by the fact that so few directors were able to 
develop a body of work, partly because there 
were no adequate sources of local film 
funding and instead there was a complete 
dependency on London patronage which was 
not consistent over time. The difficulty in 
reaching any kind of critical mass and 
sustaining it is a perennial challenge of 
Scottish cinema, and one that has been 
addressed only in part by access to devolved 
public funding resourcesΦέ

Å Stories We Tell Ourselves: The Cultural 
Impact of UK Film 1946-2006



An institutionalised cinema? Scotland from the 
1980s to the present

Å The argument that the cultural impact of UK film is inextricably linked to 
public policy developments rings doubly true from a Scottish perspective. 

Å Yet at the same time, we often tend to revisit and understand the past in 
humanistic terms, constructing canons of significant individual films and 
filmmakers. 

Å Attempts to develop a linear story of artistic patrimony are  especially 
attractive in Scotland where, historically speaking, there was and remains 
something heroic about being determined enough to somehow make 
feature films in the first place, faced as Scottish filmmakers are by a 
stubborn and unusually pronounced range of material obstacles.

Å Yet following Ian and .ŜǊǘǊŀƴŘΩǎ ǎǳƎƎŜǎǘƛƻƴΣ another way of understanding 
and telling the story of Scottish cinema involves documenting the 
activities and handovers between a series of influential public institutional 
patrons which have been responsible for a significant, if not majority, 
proportion of total Scottish feature production at any given point in time 
over the last three decades. 



An institutionalised cinema? Scotland from the 
1980s to the present

ÅA sketch outline of such an institutional 
lineage might read something like this: 

Å1982 ς1986: Channel 4 

Å1987 ς1993: British Screen/BFI Production 
Board

Å1994 ς2001: Channel 4 

Å1995 ς2001: Scottish Lottery monies (initially 
administered through the Scottish Arts 
Council, and later through Scottish Screen)



An institutionalised cinema? Scotland from the 
1980s to the present

ÅWhile the names (and industrial and/or cultural remits) of 
metropolitan paymasters changed over time during the 1980s and 
1990s, the structural dominance of such players within the Scottish 
scene did not. Scottish cinema might, therefore, be understood in 
historical terms as a dependantone. 

Å Such dependence can be theorised practically(money from 
London and indigenous production levels have tended to exist in a 
clear relationship of direct proportion). 

Å It can, however, also be theorised culturally and artistically, too: 
where aesthetic and representational patterns have emerged in 
different periods of Scottish film history, this is ςarguably ςto a 
large degree because local filmmakers have had to interpret and 
respond directly to the remits ςexplicit and implicit ςof 
metropolitan financiers and finance which have often represented 
the only show in town for artists wishing to make theatrically 
distributed film work. 


